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As we are inundated with headlines about violent riots and
looting being passed off as mostly peaceful protests, or how
the dreaded virus continues to spread in communities around
the world, there is another story taking place which directly
affects hundreds of millions of people globally that is being
blacked out by the mainstream corporate media.

Unlike the aforementioned crises which are being cited as the
justification for the World Economic Forum’s Great Reset, this
public health crisis actually has a rather simple solution: to
end water fluoridation by no longer adding the toxic substance
to the nation’s water supply.

You  would  think  this  would  be  a  straightforward  process,
considering the mountains of studies which conclude fluoride
is a harmful neurotoxin attributed to lower IQs and ADHD.
Unfortunately, government regulatory agencies have been not
only defending this practice for generations, they champion
the  forced  medication  as  a  great  achievement  in  medical
history.

Right now, in perhaps one of the most important trials of our
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time, the Fluoride Action Network is taking the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) head on in an unprecedented court case
that could lead to the end of water fluoridation in the US and
possibly worldwide as other nations would likely follow suit.

In this interview, Spiro is joined by Dr. Paul Connett of the
Fluoride Action Network to discuss the current court case
against the EPA and water fluoridation as the first week of
the trial has come to an end and the second, possibly final
week is about to begin.

https://youtu.be/GYsxI22XI-c

Fluoride Action Network
http://fluoridealert.org

Link & Times To Watch The Trial Live
http://fluoridealert.org/issues/tsca-fluoride-trial/

Spiro’s Interview with Dr. Paul Connett & his Son, Attorney
Michael Connett
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VQAjWu0hBnw&feature=emb_logo

Follow Spiro on BitChute bitchute.com/channel/spiro/
Follow on Twitter https://twitter.com/o_rips

 

In the event that the original video is censored and deleted
by the source social media platform, link here to a mirrored
copy on Truth Comes to Light Bitchute channel.
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